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Mexican National Symbols

For this activity you will choose ONE of the following topics that you 
would like to learn more about.  Do some research on the Internet to 

find as many IMPORTANT FACTS about the topic as you can.  
Record your findings in your notebook.

Some questions are given for each topic for you to think about 

as you collect your information.

The National Anthem of Mexico

- What is a national anthem?

- What is the title of the Mexican national anthem?

- When was Mexico’s national anthem written?

- Who wrote the music for the Mexican national anthem?

-  How many verses does the national anthem have?

- Who wrote the lyrics for the Mexican national anthem?

- What are “lyrics”?

The National Flag of Mexico

- What does the national flag of Mexico look like?

- When was the present National Flag of Mexico adopted?

The Mexican Coat-of-Arms

- What is a coat-of-arms?

- What symbol is on the Mexican coat-of-arms?

- What do the colors on the coat-of-arms represent?
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Culture of Mexico Game!

This activity is a game which will help you learn about the culture 
and customs of Mexico.  You can play it with one or more of your 

classmates.  Each card has a STATEMENT that describes one of the terms 
listed below and a POINT VALUE.  For example, a card might say, “This 

word describes something you do when you greet someone in Mexico.  
What does abrazo mean?” and have a “5” at the bottom of the card.  
This means that the correct answer to this question is worth five points.  

DIRECTIONS:

1. Ask your teacher for some small pieces of cardstock paper or index cards.

2. On one side of each card, write one the following words:

 abrazo, adobe, ancient, Aztecs, casa, Charro, comida, compadre, ejido, family, 
Indian, machismo, mañana, matador, Maya, mestizo, Mixtec, Nahuatl, posada, 
estados, picador, poncho, rebozo, serape, siesta, sombrero, Spanish, weaving, 
Zapotec, zocalo

3.  After you write the word on the card, put a value from 1 to 5 points with it. 

4.  Then turn the card upside down and write the correct answer in small print.

5.  When you have finished the cards, shuffle the cards and place them face 
down on a table.

6. Each person takes turns choosing a card and asking the player next to him the 
question on it. If the person answers the question correctly, he keeps the card 
until the end of the game.  If he answers incorrectly, the card is placed back in 
the deck.

7. Repeat #6 until all the words on the cards have been identified correctly. 

8. Then each person adds up the points on the cards he has. The person with the 
most points wins the game.
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Mexico is a nation with a proud heritage from indigenous people and 
those from other countries. Plan a feast for Independence Day using a 

recipe or item of food from some of the groups listed below. You may use 
the Internet, cookbooks, or encyclopedias to find some of the favorite 
foods of each group.  After you list the recipes, make an INVITATION to 

invite a friend to your celebration.  Remember to include the where, what, 
who, and when on your invitation.

Spanish                The Mayans                The Zapotec

The Mixtec                The Aztecs                Other European                Other Hispanic

Celebrate Mexican Independence Day, 
September 16!

You Are Invited!

There will be a Mexican Independence Day Festival!

Where:                                                                                   

When:                                                                                    

Given By:                                                                               

Time:                                                                                      

And You Are Invited to Come!

Our Menu Will Be:                                                                  

                                                                                               

Please Come!
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Headline: Father Miguel Hidalgo’s Voice Cries Out to 
Demand Mexico’s Independence from the Spanish Crown

You know that on September 16, 1810, FATHER MIGUEL HIDALGO encouraged 
the Mexican people to win their freedom from Spain.  Imagine that you are 
a newspaper reporter on that day during his march to Mexico City. Use the 
Internet, encyclopedias, or other sources to find out the IMPORTANT FACTS 

about the day and the event.
   

Remember! News stories include the 5 W’s + H:

Who?   What?   Where?   When?   Why?   How?

Now write a newspaper story of at least three paragraphs about the march, the people 
who were marching, and what they were marching for.   Use the form below and 

continue on the back of your paper if needed.

By:
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The Soldaderas (Women Soldiers)

Your task is to do some research on the Internet to learn more about these brave 
and courageous women.  Then, draw a picture illustrating one of the Soldaderas’ activities 

that you read about.  Below your illustration write a brief caption telling what the 
activity is about.

Soldaderas were women soldiers sent into combat along with the men 
during the Mexican Revolution.  (Remember – the Mexican Revolution 

was fought against the conservative Díaz regime to fight for freedoms.)  
Many of these women led ordinary lives, but took up arms during the 

war to fight for better conditions and rights.
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Throughout its history, women have played a role in Mexico’s growth.

Listed below are the names of two women who are known for their activities 
during the Mexican revolution. 

Hermila Galindo
Dolores Jimenez y Muro

Choose ONE of them.  Write at least three paragraphs about her life.  

As you collect your information, think about the following questions:

- What did she do during the Mexican Revolution?
- What did she believe in? (What were her convictions?)

- How did she spend the remainder of her life (after the war)? 

Use the Internet to find more information about the woman you have chosen

1A

Women in the Mexican Revolution
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Kinds of Governments

2. Which kind of government does each statement describe?  Write its name in the 
blank.  Use the terms in Question 1 above.

1.  Use a straight line to match each word to its meaning.  Use a dictionary 
to help. 

dictatorship

anarchy

absolute 
monarchy

direct 
democracy

constitutional 
monarchy

representative 
democracy

A

B

C

D

E

F

Exists when a country has no government at all

Form of government with a ruler who inherits the 
position, rules for life, and holds all power

A government where the highest power is held 
by all the people and is used by them directly

Form of government where all power is held by 
one person who may use force

A government in which voters choose who 
represents them

A government in which the power of the ruler or 
monarch is limited by law

a) In this kind of government all the ruling power is held by 
one person, usually a king or queen. 

b) All citizens take part in making the laws in this kind of 
government. 

c) Voters choose representatives to act in their interests in 
this type of government.      

d) This kind of government exists when a leader rules with 
absolute power, usually by force.

e) This type of government exists when a nation has 
no person or group in charge, and people can do 
anything they wish. 

f) This kind of government is led by a monarch whose 
power is limited by law.

NAME: 
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Kinds of Governments

  

a) The United Mexican States is an example of a representative democracy.

   True    False

b) In a constitutional monarchy the ruler has all the power to make the laws.

   True    False

c) In a direct democracy everyone gets to help make the laws.

   True    False

d) A country in anarchy would be a safe place to live.

   True    False

e) In an absolute monarchy the people do not have a chance to help 
make the laws.     

   True    False

f) People in a dictatorship get to choose how they want to live.

   True    False

1. Use the terms in the list to complete the sentences.  

direct democracy     dictatorship     absolute monarchy
anarchy     representative democracy     constitutional monarchy

 Many years ago, people would often settle near each other. As a group of people 
grew larger, they began to see the need for government. The rules or laws they made told 
what kind of government they would have. If there were no rules or laws, the group was 
in a state of                                . Sometimes, one person took all of the power. This person 
often ruled by force and told all the people what to do. This type of government is a  
                               . In other groups, all power was given to a ruler who was often called a 
king. This type of government is an                                                                  . 
 Governments can be as different as the people they serve. In some groups, every 
person has a direct voice in all of the decisions. This type of government is called a 
                                                . Some groups chose to have a king or queen, but also chose 
to have a voice in their government. This type of government is called a 
                                                .  A government which has spokespeople to tell the wishes of 
the people is called a                                                     .

a

b

f

d

c

e

2.  Circle  the word True if the statement is true.  Circle  the word False if it’s false. 
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Kinds of Governments
s you learn about the different countries of the world you will find that each one 
has some kind of government. The government of a country is the person or 
group of people who make the rules or laws for everyone else. There are many 

different kinds of governments in the world.

 Almost all governments set limits for their citizens. They do this to protect the people’s 
rights and safety. If there were no government, the people could say or do anything they 
wished. When this happens, the country is in a state of anarchy.

 One purpose for a country’s laws is to tell how much power the ruler or leader has. 
Another is to insure that all the citizens are treated in a fair and respectful manner.

 

 There are over 200 different countries in the world.  Many of them do not have the 
same kinds of government.  Some of the main types of governments are:

A

What do you think?  An anarchy allows people to do or say 
anything they like.  Is this a good situation?  Why or why not? 

STOP

GOVERNMENT HOW IT WORKS
Absolute 
monarchy       

- Total rule by one person who makes all the laws for all the people  
- Usually, the ruler is called a king or queen         
- Only a few nations in the world have absolute monarchies

Constitutional 
monarchy       

- A form of government where the power of the ruler or monarch is limited by law
- The government is usually made up of representatives elected by the people
- There are many constitutional monarchies today

Dictatorship       - A country whose leader rules with absolute power, usually by force
- Some dictatorships still exist today

Direct 
democracy       

- A system of government in which all the citizens take part in suggesting and making  
  the laws
- The ancient city-state of Athens in Greece is a good example of a direct democracy

Representative 
democracy      

- A system of government in which voters choose representatives to act in their interests
- The United States is an example of a modern representative democracy

Anarchy   - Exists when there is no government present in a country
- The people can do or say anything they wish to anyone

...................WritinG TaskS 
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Here are six writing tasks about the government of Mexico.  Be sure to think about 
all that you have learned about the Mexican government as you write.  Write your 

answers in complete sentences in your notebook. 

Task #1 Every country on earth has some kind of government even though all 
governments are not alike.  All governments have leaders.  What is the 
title of the person who leads the Mexican government?  How is he or she 
selected?   

Task #2 Being the leader of a large country like Mexico is a very big task for 
anyone.  What kind of qualities do you think the leader of the Mexican 
government should have?  What kind of qualities do you think the leader of 
your country should have?  Compare the qualities you have given for each 
leader.  Give good reasons for your opinion.

Task #3 Article 3 of the Mexican Constitution of 1917 states, “Every individual 
has the right to receive education.”  Why do you think the writers of the 
Constitution thought an education was so important?  

Task #4 All countries have problems which must be solved.  Some of these problems 
are so serious that they are present in most countries (for example, 
homelessness).  If you were president of the United Mexican States which 
three problems would you try to solve? What would you do to solve them?

Task #5 The Mexican president has many powers. Think about what you have 
learned about the Mexican government and describe three of the powers 
the Mexican president has.  What document gives him these powers?

Task #6 The Constitution of 1917 states that slavery is forbidden in Mexico. What is 
slavery? What basic rights are taken away from a person who is a slave to 
another person or group of people?  
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Crossword Puzzle!

Across

1. Presidential term in Mexico
3. Person or group of people who make the rules 

for everyone else
4. Privileges due to a person because he lives in 

a particular place
5. Sections of the Mexican Constitution
6. Another word for disagreements or battles
7. One division of government
8. Miguel _______, Mexican patriot
10. A form of government in which the people 

select the ones who govern them
11. In a democracy, a citizen casts his _____ for 

president
12. The branch of the Mexican government which 

makes sure that the laws are constitutional
13. Having no government at all
15. Judicial, Legislative and __________
  

Down

1. Chamber of the ________

2. to forgive

4. Another word for “might”

5. The common ______

6. An army should ________ 
the citizens

7. A group of independent 
states

8. Checks and ____________

9. One who has all the 
power and rules by force

10. The Chamber of 
________________

12. A person who is running 
for political office
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Word List
government
pardon
executive
Deputies
democracy
good
rights

balances
conflicts
candidate
Hidalgo
Senate
sexenio
federation
Titles

dictator
judicial
protect
branch
power
anarchy
vote
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Comprehension Quiz

SUBTOTAL:       /15

3. In your opinion, what form of government is best for its citizens? Why? 
3

2. Describe the qualifications a person must have to run for president of the United 
Mexican States. 3

Part B

Answer each question in complete sentences.              

1
Explain why the framers of the Constitution built a system of checks and 
balances into the three branches of government.

1.

5. Why is Miguel Hidalgo important in Mexican history?
2

6
4. Name each branch of the Mexican government and tell what each one does.

NAME: 
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Word Search

leader
citizens
rights

enforce
anarchy

monarchy
constitution

Find all of the words in the Word Search.  Words may be horizontal, vertical, 
or diagonal.  A few may even be backwards!  Look carefully!

democracy
independence

hidalgo
sovereign

mexico city
federation
president

titles
branches
sexenio
checks

veto
pardon

authority

chambers
publishes

democracy
elected
political
parties

vote
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a) anarchy

b) dictatorship

c) absolute 

monarchy

d) direct 

democracy

e) constitutional 

monarchy

f) representative 

democracy

a) True     

b) False

c) True     

d) False

e) True     

f) False

1.

2.

3.

A state or 
society without a 

government

Accept any 
reasonable response

Accept any 
reasonable response

A system of 
government in 

which voters choose 
representatives to 

act in their interests

Possible answers:

a) United States

b) England

c) Cuba

4.

5.

6.

7.

a) absolute 
monarchy

b) direct 
democracy

c) representative 
democracy

d) dictatorship
e) anarchy
f) constitutional 

monarchy

 

Accept any 
reasonable answer

1.

2.

7

dictatorship – D 

anarchy – A 

absolute 

monarchy – B

direct 

democracy – C

constitutional 

monarchy – F

representative 

democracy – E

1211

Across:
1. sexenio
3. government
4. rights
5. Titles
6. conflicts
7. branch
8. Hidalgo
10. democracy
11. vote
12. judicial
13. anarchy
15. executive

Down:
1. Senate
2. pardon
4. power
5. good
6. protect
7. federation
8. balances
9. dictator
10. Deputies
12. candidate

Answers will vary
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Kinds of Governments

Answer each question with a complete sentence.

  

3. Write the dictionary’s definition of anarchy.   

4.  Which do you think would be a better kind of government – an absolute monarchy 
or a constitutional monarchy?  Explain your opinion.

5.  If you were designing a government, how important do you think the rights of each 
person should be?  

6.  Write a brief description of a representative democracy.

7. Become a Research Detective!   
 Use an encyclopedia or the Internet to find the answers to these questions.

 a) Name one country whose government is a representative democracy. 

                                                                                                                                                        

 b) Name one country that is a constitutional monarchy.

                                                                                                                                                   

 c) A few countries are still dictatorships. Find the name of one of them.

                                                                                                                                                       

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY


